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During the blazing drougiit of
1970-71 in Tsavo National Pari< East,
vegetation provided neither
nourishment nor shade for the
elephants. This weary calf,
separated from the herd, refuses
to leave its dead mother.
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P I DEATH OF THE
^ TSAVO
ELEPHANTS
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In 1970 the parched plains of Kenya
received less than their usual ration of
rain from March through May, and,
when the October-through-December
rains also fell short of normal, worries
over the great animal herds of Tsavo
National Park turned to fears. The
drought worsened steadily for another
year—rivers dried, mud caked, and the
grasses turned brown. During late 1971
newspaper headlines alerted the world:
"Animals Perish in Hundreds as the
Agony of Drought Sweeps Over Tsavo";
"The Vultures Find a Mighty Feast."
Throughout some 8,000 square miles of
dusty bushland, more than 5,000 African elephants and about 300 black
rhino weakened and died.
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BY DAPHNE SHELDRICK
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Death for these elephants was not a
simple matter of dropping from the herd
in an agony of thirst and starvation, far
from food or water. Ironically, most of
the drought victims perished within sight
of both water and vegetation. Furthermore, many of the elephants hastened
death by refusing to abandon a fallen
relative or herd member. Tragic though
the drought was, the violent stress it
wrought upon the environment provided a natural ecological experiment
perhaps unprecedented in history.
Twenty-three years ago my husband,
David Sheldrick, was the first warden
to be assigned to the eastern section of
Tsavo National Park and since then has
been responsible for all aspects of its
development. He has seen many
changes, and he has acquired not only
a good deal of knowledge about the
area but an intense love for its inhabi-
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tants and their environment. No one
was closer to the problem than he or
felt more keenly for the drought victims. But the deaths came as no surprise to him and, indeed, were considered part of an inevitable natural
process. Only from such natural culling
does there emerge a stabilized population in balance with its habitat.
As we saw the drought begin, we
nevertheless prayed fervently for the
rains to bring reprieve, and we couldn't
help hoping for an unexpected deluge.
It did not materialize, and we steeled
ourselves for t h e worst. T h e term
'drought,' when used in relation to
events in Tsavo, is perhaps misleading,
for many people suppose that a lack
of water has been responsible for the
deaths. In some ways this is true, but
only insofar as large areas of the park
are uninhabitable in the dry season
when the water holes dry out, forcing
the game to fall back on more permanent
supplies. These supplies are all-important, and everything depends on how
much actual regrowth of vegetation has
been able to take place during the wet
season. If the rains have been inadequate to promote much new growth,
then food is scarce, becoming even more
so as the dry season progresses. The
teiTH 'famine' would actuallv be more
appropriate, for the park is now better
served with water than ever before.
A combination of drought and the
subsequent failure of vegetation regrowth caused the deaths of the elephants and the rhino. Many of the
coipses were found to have full stomachs, but the stomach contents tell the
story: Protein often comprised a mere 2
per cent of the bulk. Elephants and rhino
are veiy inefficient users of protein—
their droppings may contain as much
as 6 per cent—and they are the first
animals to suffer when plant quality
declines.
Elephant deaths became serious in
the eastern belt toward the end of August 1971 and rose sharply as the dry
season wore on. The toll mounted with
each day that passed, and the stress of
hunger was so great that even the social structme collapsed. Family units
disintegrated. Cows wandered alone,
and abandoned and orphaned calves
shuffled aimlessly about or stood listlessly under trees. Very few bulls suffered, being more independent and mobile—and unencumbered by feelings of
lesponsibility for the young or for each
other. The calves, weakened and tired,
slowed the cow herds imtil the adults,
too, .suffered the same symptoms: a
rapid decline in strength and, eventually, death from malnutrition.
Daphne Sheldrick has been an observer
of elephants for more than two decades
in Kenya, where her husband is game
manager of Tsavo National Park East.
30

One important function performed by
elepliants is the digging of water lioles that
can be used by other bushland animals.
A distinct change in the behavior of
the elephants toward one another was
also apparent during this tragic time.
Normally tolerant and docile, they now
displayed characteristics common to humans when harassed. They were impatient with their calves and with one another, often irritable and quick to anger.
Finally, they lost even the energy for
this and sank into a trance of total indifference.
Quite obviously, elephant and rhino
do suffer acutely during times of
drought, but the suffering is as much
psychological as physical. This was demonstrated clearly in Tsavo, where groups
could be observed lying fast asleep under the shade of trees, slowly becoming
weaker and more lethargic until they
finally could no longer get to their feet.
The emotional suffering when a baby
loses its mother or vice versa is extreme,
I am sure, for elephants are sensitive
creatures c a p a b l e of d e e p devotion.
Healthy calves would stand for hours
by a fallen mother, and mothers would
repeatedly nudge dead babies with
their hind foot in the "move on" signal.
Whole groups of elephants would refuse to leave a fallen herd member.
They would desperately try to lift it
with their tusks and examine it gently
with their trunks, wasting valuable time
that should have been devoted to a
search for food.
We also observed a little-known phenomenon peculiar to elephants in times
of extreme stress. Indeed, most people
who have been told of this peculiarity
have been inclined to dismiss it as another old wives' tale. Many elephants,
both adult and young, when under extreme stress, were seen to spray themselves with water sucked up from their
own stomachs through the trunk. They
can extract quite sizable quantities in
this way as they try to refresh themselves on hot days. One small calf, standing beside the body of her mother, was
seen to spray herself repeatedlv from
10 a.m. until 2 p.m. Happily, this little
orphan was taken to park headquarters
to join three other tame elephants,
where she still lives amid plenty.
Public reaction to the disaster was.

understandably, one of shock, dismay,
and sadness. Hungry people were angry
that so many tons of protein should go
to waste. Others were annoyed with the
national parks authorities for allowing
such a tragedy. Why was this allowed
to happen? What were the authorities
doing about it?
To understand the events leading up
to this mass starvation, one must go
back to 1948 when the Tsavo National
Park was created as a faunal sanctuary.
One might assume that this step was
taken because the area was rich in wildlife. However, what is now the Tsavo
National Park was probably one of the
poorest faunal areas in East Africa. It is
ironic that this should have been the
case in a country with such a wealth of
wildlife, whose great rolling plains literally pulsated with life at one time,
and whose famous Masai Land Unit is
even today one of the finest game areas
in the world. But when it came to actually setting aside a sizable piece of
country exclusively for wild animals, it
was found that there was only one area
that could be made available: arid, practically uninhabited bushland, lying midway between Kenya's capital, Nairobi,
and its port, Mombasa. Pressure on
the land in Kenya has always been
acute, and the fact that this huge tract
of country was not used in some way or
another speaks for itself. An erratic and
low rainfall made it worthless agriculturally. The dense bush cover and presence of the tsetse fly, carrier of the
deadly trypanosomiasis in livestock,
ruled out ranching. The only people
who penetrated this area were bands of
African poachers from the Waliangulu
and Wakamba tribes, who made a living by hunting elephant and rhino with
poisoned arrows and selling the tusks
and horns to illicit dealers in Mombasa.
When the park was created the average rainfall over most of Tsavo East was,
as now, between ten and fifteen inches
per annum. Approximately once in every ten years, however, (in 1950, 1960,
and 1970), the area is gripped by
drought. While this pattern has remained much the same, other characteristics of Tsavo have changed sharply.
Today, when a visitor drives through
Tsavo East, he will pass through large
areas of open grassland with only scattered or fallen trees. He will come
across only a few woodland areas of
Commiphora trees and wild sisal. He
will drive along roads that follow small
watercourses, where the animals come
to drink from permanent pools replenished by seepages and springs, with
banks fringed by tall Acacia elatior
trees, doum palms, and tamarinds. He
will see large herds of buffalo, oryx,
zebra, hartebeest, and other antelope, as
well as elephant and rhino, and he may
record on his game list more than thirty
different species during a day's drive.
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SR/SEPTEMBER 30, 1972

ELEPHANTS MAY BE SECOND ONLY TO MAN IN THEIR
ABILITY TO ALTER THE ENVIRONMENT. IT COULD BE,
HOWEVER, THAT THIS "DESTRUCTIVE" TENDENCY IN
REALITY MAKES GOOD ECOLOGICAL SENSE.

Top photograph: During the heat of
the day the elephants clustered under
whatever shade they could find.
Occasionally,this respite from the
blazing sun became permanent.
When the herd moved on, one or tw/o
would be unable to rise and died
where they lay.

Above: Elephant bulls, like this one,
relish the soft fiber of the huge
baobob tree. This craving results
in widespread destruction of baobob,
for which the elephants are loudly
condemned. In reality the elephants
simply recycle the many minerals
of the tree into the earth.
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Had he driven the same loute twentythree years ago, he would have seen a
very different picture. He would have
passed almost entirely through dense
Commiphora woodland, not the plains
he sees today. Those same watercourses
with large, permanent pools were then
dry sandy luggas, flowing only as chocolate torrents for short periods in the
wet season. He would have been lucky
to record more than ten different species of animals in tlie course of a day,
returning to his hotel, hot, tired, dusty,
and disappointed.
Much of the change is due to the
elephants, which may be second only to
man in their ability to alter their environment. They are capable of converting the vegetational pattern of huge
tracts of land from thick bush to open
savannah. They can exert a profound
effect upon water supplies. By puddling
with their great feet, they cause depressions that trap rainwater in the wet
season. They create new water holes by
rolling and bathing in these puddles
and then plastering themselves with
large amounts of red mud, which is carried away with them when they leave.
They make subsurface water supplies
accessible to other creatures by digging
away the sand and by tunneling with
their tnmks. By trampling through riverbeds, they can even raise the water
table enough to cause underground water to flow to the surface.
Elephants affect vegetation patterns
in other ways. They uproot certain
trees, ringbark some species, prune others, and plant yet others over a wide
area, dispersing in their droppings the
seeds they have eaten. They provide
fertilizer, depositing in Tsavo approximately 1,000 tons of manure per day,
which is carried into the soil by millions
of dung beetles, which bury their prizes
as deep as four feet.
Although elephants are busy changing their environment, it is not fair to
label them as purely destructive, for
they convert and return what they have
removed to the environment in another
form. Only when the energy cycle is interrupted and something is removed
from the habitat to which it rightly belongs, can one say that it has been destroyed or wasted. One habit for which
elephants have been unjustlv condemned is the demolition of baobob
trees—huge plants that are reputed to
live hundreds of years. It is certainly
distressing to see this happen, but, if
one goes deeper into the question, one
will discover that the baobob contains
more than thirty trace elements and is
particularly rich in calcium. While the
tree is standing, it provides shade and a
nesting place for birds, but only when
it is felled are its nutrients released into
the soil and made available to other
plants and, in turn, to animals. Could
it not be that this "destructive" ten32

to the same extent as in the 1970/71

drought.

dency of elephants in reality makes
good ecological sense?
Almost all the animals in Tsavo are
dependent on the elephant in some
form or another, many even for their
food. Were the elephant not there to
break down branches, making the foliage accessible at a lower level in the
dry season, the smaller browsers, such
as gazelles and gerenuks, would certainly suffer. Were the elephant not
there to trample and crop the grass
when it becomes rank in the wet season, the grazing animals would find it
tough and unpalatable. Until the numbers of plains animals are sufficient to
keep the grass short, the elephant is
necessary to their well-being.
In view of the powerful but poorly
understood role that elephants play in
the ecosystem of Tsavo, the authorities
are reluctant to interfere with the population by artificial means. After all,
they are the ones who must face the
consequences of their action, and to
tamper with elephant populations could
set in motion an environmental chain
reaction whose final outcome cannot
possibly be assessed.
The elephant controversy began soon
after the creation of the Tsavo National
Park East. At first, the flora consisted
almost entirely of low, dense Commiphora woodland. Elephant and rhino
were well represented, but all other
creatures occurred in comparatively
small numbers. During the mid-1950s
it was noticed that the elephants were
destroying large numbers of the Commiphora trees over huge areas of the
park. It was feared that such large-scale
destruction of the dominant vegetation
would prove disastrous, since the rainfall
was considered inadequate to promote
perennial grass cover. The situation
looked desperate. Skeletons of trees lay
in tangled heaps on bare, baked soil.
The climax came with the drought of
1960/61 and the death from malnutrition of some 300 rhino in the area lying
to the west of Lugards Falls. Elephants
also were affected in this area, but not

Expert advice was sought, and the
consensus was that the elephant population of Tsavo East, which stood at
about 14,000, should be reduced by at
least one-third. Means of achieving this
objective with the minimum amount of
disturbance were considered carefully,
for the destruction of some 4,000 elephants is not something to be entered
into lightly. Furthermore, the idea of
benevolent slaughter represented a major change in Kenyan game-management
policy. A well-known statistician pointed
out that the population could be reduced by one-third in a comparatively
short period by the selective cropping
of a small number of animals from the
younger age groups, which formed the
reproductive reservoir, but even this
suggestion posed insurmountable difficulties. There was almost no one capable of aging elephants in the field accurately enough to select the correct
age groups. The killings could create
such a disturbance among the herds
that the adults might become savage
and threaten the visiting public or leave
the sanctuary of the park for neighboring African settlements, with equally
disastrous results.
The elephant problem fell into abeyance when the abnormally heavy rains
at the end of 1961 heralded the end of
the drought and resulted in widespread
floods throughout the country. In Tsavo
itself, although swollen rivers wreaked
havoc on the riverine vegetation, it was
a joy for us to see the desolate landscape turn lush green. The once-bare
earth became a carpet of wild flowers
of eveiy hue, and creepers festooned
the fallen trees and low shrubs in a
delicate lacework that suddenly burst
into a shroud of white blossoms. The
rhino, which had so recently been more
dead than alive, were soon cavorting in
mud wallows, while elephants romped
in the rain-filled pools.
A creeper, Ipomea
momhassana,
which suddenly covered practically the
entire park at this time, performed an
essential service. Not only did it provide an immediate source of food for
the elephants, which eased the pressure
on the trees, but it also acted as a terrestrial "bandage" for the beaten countryside, providing shade, cooling the
soil, and allowing the grass to become
established. Even the fallen Commiphora trees, although dead, played a
role in the healing process. They acted
as a shield against the trampling feet
of heavy animals and allowed the grass
to emerge beneath them. Meanwhile,
the termites were busy removing the
dead wood of the trees, carrying it back
into the ground for their fungus gardens, disposing of the spoil and enriching the soil.
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The level 5f the rivers and waterSR/SEPTEMBER 30, 1972

QUITE OBVIOUSLY THE ELEPHANT DOES SUFFER
ACUTELY DURING TIMES OF DROUGHT, BUT THE SUFFERING
IS AS MUCH PSYCHOLOGICAL AS PHYSICAL.

A mother stands by her fallen
calf for hours, accompanied by
an older calf. She tries to raise the
calf onto its brisket so that the
lungs will not be crushed. Below,

the older calf, which has been
urging the mother to leave, has
gone in search of the rest of
the herd, and the mother finally
abandons her doomed offspring.
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courses gradually subsided, revealing
banks nearly stripped clean of vegetation, including the common riverine
tree Acacia elatior. Many of them had
been ringbarked and killed by the elephants during dry times and had shown
no signs of regenerating. The floods,
however, left behind a fine layer of silt
and what must have been just the right
conditions, for suddenly thousands of
Acacia elatior seedlings popped up and
formed large stands that would in
years to come fringe the rivers even
more densely than before. A closer look
revealed t h a t even the older trees
seemed to occur in distinct age groups;
so, obviously, this phenomenon was not
new.
Several years of average rainfall followed the 1960/61 drought, and during this period large areas of former
Commiphora bush country were rapidly
colonized by perennial grasses, whose
value in terms of productivity was far
greater than that of the low-tree regime. Incorporated in this grassland
was a wealth of valuable legumes favored by many of the browsing animals,
including rhino and elephants, and we
began to question whether perhaps the
conversion of some of Tsavo East to an
open-savannah habitat was a disaster
after all.
Was the Commiphora woodland destroyed by the elephants really the climax vegetation for the area? There now
appears to be some doubt about this,
in view of the fact that these particular
trees inhibit the growth of grass and
permit runoff and soil erosion. Two
other clues added to such doubts. One
was the presence of numerous ancient
graves throughout the park, cairns typical of the nomadic Galla people in the
North. It seems reasonable to assume
that the Galla, being pastoralists, would
not have occupied this area had it been
under thick Commiphora bush. Also,
their cattle would have been unable to
exist because of the prevalence of tsetse
flies. Sir Frederick Jackson, an explorer
who passed this way in 1890, wrote of
"open country." Frederick Courtenay
Selous, a famous hunter, explorer, and
writer of the same period, mentions that
he had never before seen elands—openrange animals—in such great numbers,
even in the best days of South Africa.
In view of such observations, it is possible to hypothesize that the climax
vegetation for this area is grass and that
the gradual vegetational conversions
from open-savannah country to woodland and vice versa are a natural cycle,
enacted with the aid of the elephants.
A strange development that has accompanied the transition of bush to
grassland has been the appearance of
more than 100 permanent springs and
streams in this arid part of the world.
It was first felt that the heavy 1961
rains were responsible for this, but over
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things, we have known that there would
come a time when the population would
reach the saturation point. One of two
things was then expected to happen.
Either the elephants would move out
of the park en masse in search of new
feeding grounds, or they would remain
and die in large numbers. Since little
was known about the seasonal movements of elephants and their territorial
behavior, no one knew which of these
alternatives would come to pass. Legend
depicts them as roaming over vast distances, and most people have been inclined to accept this belief.
During the recent drought, however,
This cow elephant repeatedly nudges her calf
the reverse proved to be m e case. Elewith the hind foot in the "move on"
phants died in large numbers where
signal. She does not realize the calf is dead.
they were, making no attempt to move
the years these streams have, if any- elsewhere in search of better feeding
grounds. This limited movement of elething, increased their flow, and new
springs are appearing all the time. Even phants was clearly iUustrated not only
on the lower reaches of the Galana
the recent severe drought did not affect
them, and one cannot help but wonder River and around Aruba Dam, but also
whether the 1961 rains, which fell more in a very narrow drought-striken belt
than ten years ago, could still be influ- on the Tiva River in the extreme north
encing the water table. One is tempted of the park, which happened to miss
most of the rain. Here, many elephants
to assume that the cause may be conalso died from malnutrition, even
nected with the vegetational changes
that have taken place within the last though they were only five miles up- or
fifteen years. Commiphora is known to down-stream from a more plentiful supply of food. This reluctance to move is
be a greedy surface feeder, whose roots
penetrate no deeper than five feet. The probably very fortunate and no doubt
soil beneath these trees is usually ex- protects the environment from the depposed and baked to form hardpan, so redations of a large, roving population
that during a heavy storm more water that could eventually eat itself out of
existence. As it is, if a certain area reruns off than is absorbed. Grassland, on
the other hand, inhibits runoff. The ceives one-third or less of its normal
rainfall for any length of time, the proroots of some of the perennial grasses
tein value of the grass and available
have been found to sink to a depth of
browse is so low that the elephant and
twenty feet. An intricate network of
lateral rootlets penetrates and crumbles the rhino who are resident in that particthe hardpan, allowing the water to seep ular place in the dry season suffer as a
into the soil insead of washing off the result. This periodic natural culling is
selective against the aged, the sick, and
surface. Thus, the seemingly destructive
elephants may actually have been effec- the weak and not only ensures a healthy
population but also allows the regenerative agents of water conservation.
tion of the vegetation during the years
A corollary development has been
the proliferation of grazing animals ac- of normal rainfall.
Why not intervene to forestall such
companying the appearance of a more
open habitat. Zebra, formerly occurring widespread suffering? One argument
in small groups of only eight or ten, against intervention is that one cannot,
can now be seen in herds of fifty and in terms of practicability, cull the right
more. Buffalo, too, show a spectacular age groups in the right numbers to
increase in numbers, as do hartebeest, bring about a permanent solution to an
overpopulation problem. When it comes
impala, Grant's gazelle, oryx, eland,
to long-term solutions, there is, unforwaterbuck, and most other species.
While most species have extended their tunately, no short cut. An entire popurange considerably, several species un- lation must be put under stress before
known before in the Tsavo Park have nature is able to trigger regulatory measures in the breeding rate that put a
made a dramatic appearance. Oribi and
steinbok have gradually moved into the population on the decline and bring it
into balance with its habitat. The only
area in recent years, while topi have
practical means of cropping elephants
been seen near the park boundary and
artificially is the elimination of entire
may well move in, in years to come.
family units. This, however, makes
Since park policy is to encourage a
breeding that much easier for those
diverse habitat for the greatest variety of
that remain. One is then faced with the
animals in the largest possible numbers,
necessity to crop forever more, and the
the Tsavo managers are well pleased by
these results—for which they may have ramifications of such a step in a complex ecological interrelationship cannot
the rampaging elephant to thank.
Since the elephant began to change possibly be assessed.
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FAMILY UNITS DISINTEGRATED. COWS WANDERED ALONE,
AND ABANDONED AND ORPHANED CALVES SHUFFLED
AIMLESSLY ABOUT OR STOOD LISTLESSLY UNDER TREES.

For five hours during tine heat of
the day a calf (above left) sucked
water from its stomach to spray over
its body. This behavior has never
before been photographed. Its mother
dead, the calf gains a reprieve (above
right) as rangers from Tsavo National
Park arrive. At center left, one ranger
hangs onto its tail until (center right)

others can help out. The weakened
750-pound calf is lifted bodily into
a truck (lower left) by rangers, driven
slowly to park headquarters, and
(lower right) given a drink of water.
It is allowed to roam free during the
day, when it can be readily studied
by zoologists. At night it is penned
securely for protection against lions.
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One of the most persuasive arguments put forward by those in favor of
artificial cropping is that the boundaries
of the park are artificial anyway, and
that the situation is therefore unnatural
and requires man's manipulation. This
has still to be proved, though, for nowhere in Africa, where a parallel situation has evolved, has nature been allowed a free hand to bring about a
solution. Every park in which elephants
are represented in any numbers seems
to be faced with "a problem," and, so
far, man has always intei-vened. Let us,
therefore, see how nature handles such
situations and what the final outcome
will be. Why not allow Tsavo to stand
as the one natural "control" in animal
management so that we can discover
what happens to truly wild elephant
populations? The elephants in the eastern corner of this park may have been
reduced by one-third. And, if our interpretation proves correct, the vegetation
in the area will regenerate in time to
meet the requirements of an increased
elephaht population, and the whole
ecological cycle is likely to be repeated.
In support of this theory there is
evidence that this is not the first drastic fluctuation in elephant numbers.
The German explorer, Johann Ludwig

Krapf, who travelled through Tsavo in
1850, laments in his diary that elephants were fast disappearing from the
area, but he doesn't enlarge on this conjectvue. Sir Frederick Jackson and Lord
Lugard, explorers of the 1890s, make
no mention of elephants whatsoever;
nor does Colonel J. H. Patterson, an
engineer and keen hunter who was involved in the construction of the Mombasa/Nairobi railway and who spent
many months in Tsavo at the turn of
the century when man-eating lions hindered work on the line. Not until 1920
are elephants recorded again, and we
know that the population suffered no
severe setback from then until 1970/
71. The present situation in Tsavo may,
therefore, be likened to that which
Krapf witnessed more than 100 years
ago. Healed scars on very old baobob trees, identical to the scars inflicted
today by elephants, would seem to add
weight to this belief.
Some people react to the idea of letting nature control the elephant populations by saying: "What a waste to
allow all that meat to rot in the sun
when it could have been put to good
use." The prospect of financial gain
from the sale of meat makes this argument the more dangerous. But remov-

ing the carcasses of large numbers of
elephants from the environment is nothing short of "mining" it. An interrupted
energy cycle would be extremely detrimental to the habitat, which, after all,
is the very thing about which people
are most concerned. Only when something is removed from the environment
to which it rightly belongs, can the term
"waste" really be applied. When an elep h a n t dies a completely new and
equally important chain of events is set
into motion with the activity of billions
of lesser organisms, each playing a part
to ensure that everything the elephant
has taken from the habitat is returned.
A healthy natural environment, capable of supporting undisturbed animal
populations in perpetuity, will in the
long term be of far greater economic
value to the country than the revenue
from the sale of meat. The Tsavo experience seems to be telling us that we
could better learn by watching nature
than by trying to control her. Man has
too often made the regrettable assumption that he can do better, but this arrogance is so far unjustified. The death
of the elephants, despite the sadness it
causes the human observer, may be an
essential ritual in the complex hfe of
Tsavo East. D
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The lyraniiy of Qwerty
BY CHARLES LEKBERG

How a hundred-year-old typing system can tangle your fingers and waste your time.
w h a t can you say about a valuable,
desperately needed skill that:
—takes up to twice as long as it
should to learn;
—takes up to twice as long as it
should to use;
—makes you work perhaps twenty
times harder than necessary;
—uses equipment booby-trapped to
ensure errors;
—has persisted out of sheer inertia
since 1872;
—is still being taught to millions of
unsuspecting people?
Well, you can't say much.
The skill in question is typing, typing on qwerty. Qwerty—in case you've
been using it for so long that you have
forgotten what it is—is the name for
the standard typewriter keyboard. Q,
w, e, r, t, and y are the first six keys in
the upper row of letters. Together they
make up the traditional name for the
keyboard. Qwerty even sounds faintly
contemptible, and, after you learn the
facts, it is.
Briefly, qwerty came about this way.
The first commercially practical typewriter was put together in Milwaukee
through the work of C. Latham Sholes,
Carlos Glidden, Samuel Soule, James
Densmore, Matthias Schwalbach, and a
few others. Sholes and his associates
began with a device to number the
pages of a book and by 1867 created a
rather crude machine that could make
every man his own typesetter. This
working model was first patented in
1868, went through many refinements,
and was then turned over to E. Remington and Sons, gun makers, of Ilion,
New York, for manufacture, in 1873.
In their innocence Sholes and his
partners first arranged the letters of the
typewriter's keyboard in alphabetical
order, but the uselessness of this system
soon became apparent. Also, that particular model had mechanical problems.
Type was suspended by wires in a
small, circular nest inside the machine.
You didn't have to type very fast for
the letters to rise u p and jam at the
platen (the roller of a typewriter), the
very place where they Were supposed
to print.
To end that annoyance, James Densmore asked his son-in-law, a PennsylCharles Lekberg is a freelance writer
and former editor of Chicago magazine.

two grants from the Carnegie Corporation, August Dvorak came forth with a
new typewriter keyboard. It was a
dream.
On this keyboard you could type
more than 3,000 words on the familiar
home row compared with perhaps only
fifty on qwerty's home row. Dvorak put
all the vowels in his home row, under
the fingers of the left hand. The right
hand rested atop h, t, n, and s, with d
just to the left of the right index finger.
Qwerty's j and k, occupying the most
prominent place, were banished to just
C. L. SHOLES.
about the least prominent on Dvorak's
Type-Writing Machine.
keyboard. And so on.
.1.207.559.
j^, PatentedjAug. 27. 1878.
Dvorak rearranged things so that 70
'^' pc^^j^-^y
per cent of the work could be done in
the home row, 22 per cent in the row
above, and 8 per cent below. Numbers
remained at the top, though in a different lineup. With qwerty, 32 per cent
of the work is done in the home row,
52 pei- cent above, and 16 per cent
belovi'.
Dvorak also made the right hand
work harder, giving it 56 per cent of
.<i^n~-.
the load, the left hand 44 per cent. On
-^L
qwerty, the left hand had to handle 57
per cent of the work, the right hand
43 per cent. Dvorak also straightened
out the work load of the separate fingers and greatly reduced the clumsy
stroking that almost guaranteed fatigue
and errors.
In his 538-page book
Typewriter
Behavior, Dvorak, then professor of
education and director of research at
the University of Washington in Seat/ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^
tle, described his work. He had studied
li^Tt^riJL.
' ' I
thousands of words to discover the fre^/5h«
5-"^J^^.
^aShy^.
quency of letters and letter combinations. He scrutinized finger movements
with slow-motion films of typists. And
board designed in 1872, however, re- he tested more than 2.50 possible keymains basically the same. Today you boards.
and I and about fifty million other peoOne of his early conclusions was that
ple in the English-speaking world still you could come up with a better keyuse qwerty. Touch typing, in use alboard simply by arranging the letters
most from the very start, still has be- at random—a pretty strong condemnaginners thumping away, mumbling to tion of qwerty.
themselves, "a, s, d, f, space . . . semiDvorak, of course, was not the first, or
colon, 1, k, ], space."
the last, to try to improve the old Sholes
Will it last forever? It could, for all keyboard. As far back as 1893, for exwe typers seem to care. And yet for
ample, J. G. Hammond came up with
forty years—since 1932—a logical al- what he believed was a better arrangeternative has been available but almost ment. And in the 1940s Roy T. Criffith
totally ignored. The world has hardly of Pittsburgh introduced his Minibeaten a path to his door, but in 1932, motion keyboard, which also allowed
after twenty years of study financed by more words to be typed on the home
vania school superintendent (who surely should have known), what letters and
combinations of letters appeared most
often in the English language. Then, in
1872, Densmore and Sholes put what
they believed to be the most used characters, as far apart as possible in the
type basket and ended up with the
horror of qwerty.
Since that time typewriters have become so refined mechanically that they
almost operate themselves; the key-

iliWl

^ppr ^

l^ter" 4^ c^-^ #"•
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